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Project details

Client Administration 

Communale de Biwer

Architecture Blumer-Lehmann S.à r.

l.

Project type Event construction

Construction type Modular construction

Services General contractor 

services (GC)

Construction 2022-2023

Locality Biwer

Country Luxembourg

  

Public toilet facilities with utility room

Blumer Lehmann erected the public toilet facilities with utility room in Biwer’s 
village square as general contractor. The building was constructed in a 
modular timber design and clad with a timber facade made of Swiss TMT.

The public building is part of the redesign of Biwer’s village square. The 
single-storey modular construction consists of just one module and was 
integrated between an existing building and a natural stone wall.

The module contains an accessible toilet, a unisex toilet and a vestibule with a 
water dispenser, as well as a utility room for the village square’s water feature 
that has a separate access.

Specific Contact

Andreas Thölkes

Commercial Manager | Timber and 
Modular Construction | Luxembourg
Holzbau

T +352 2880454-12
andreas.thoelkes@blumer-lehmann.com

tel:352 2880454-12
mailto:andreas.thoelkes@blumer-lehmann.com
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Harmonious addition: with its facade 
made of untreated, planed TMT, the 
modular timber construction also blends 
in well with the colours of its 
surroundings.

  

The modular timber design made it 
possible to implement the public 
building quickly and adapt it flexibly to 
the surrounding design.

    The new building with public toilet and 
utility room consists of just one timber 
module and fits perfectly between the 
existing building and the wall.

Accessible: the new facility has a 
wheelchair-accessible toilet and are 
accessible at ground level.
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The public toilet facilities were erected 
as part of the redesign of the village 
square.

  

The newly constructed toilet facilities 
complement the existing buildings 
around Biwer’s village square.
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